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Therefore r' = ^l^s* + y&H + ^qsW + Qtst^ -\- t*

+ 4r^* = ys' + 27sH + 18*^^- + 4>st^

— 4>?-s^ = — (js* — 4>sH

+ s' = + s*; and, consequently, the formula will

, 1 . 37 , 51
^ 16 + ~2''^ + T^'^ + ^^''^' + ^*-

This formula ought also to be a square, if multiplied by
16, by which means it becomes

s^ + '296sH 4- 408A'=f -j- 160sP -f 16^*.

Let us make this equal to the square of 5^
-f- 1485^ — 4^",

that is, to 6* -f 296s't + 9A8dGsH- - MMsf + 16^+ ; the
first two terms, and the last, are destroyed on both sides,

and we thus obtain the equation

21896* — 1 184^ = 408s -f imt, which gives

s
-— I 3 44. _OJL ^ *_

/ 2I4-S8 S37Z I34-3*

Therefore, since s = 84, and t = 1343, we shall have
r =z \s -\- 1 = 1469, and, consequently.

— -..+X z= 7 6;V + 5* = 4565486027761, and

y = 4r's - 4>rs' - 1061G52293520

CHAP. XV.

Solutions ofsome Questions, i7i which Cubes a?-e requ'nrd.

241. In the preceding chapter, we have considered some
questions, in which it was required to transform certain

formula? into squares, and they afforded an opportunity of
explaining several artifices requisite in the application of the

rules which have been given. It now remains, to consider

questions, which relate to the transformation of certain

formulas into cubes; and the following solutions will throw
some light on the rules, which have been already explained
for transformations of this kind.

242. Qjiestion 1. It is required to find two cubes, x%
and if, whose sum may be a cube.

Since x^ + y^ must be a cube, if we divide this formula
by 3/3, the quotient ought likewise to be a cube, or

x^ X-— 4-1 = 0. If, therefore, — = ~ — 1, we shall have
.r ' y

G G
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^3 _ 3r.2 _|_ 3^; — 13 :r c. If wc should here, according to

the rules already given, suppose the cube root to be z— u, and,

by comparing the formula with the cube z^—Quz'^-\-3irz— u^,

determine ic so, that the second term may also vanish, we
should have ti = 1 ; and the other terms forming the equa-

tion 3z = Sit'z — u^ = Qz — 1, we should find z = cc,

from which we can draw no conclusion. Let us therefore

rather leave u undetermined, and deduce z from the qua-

dratic equation — oz^ -\- 3z = — Quz^ -\- Qu'z — w\ or

Suz'--3z''= Su!'z-3z-ti\ or Q{u-l)z''= 3{u^-l)z~n\ or

z'^ =: Ut 4- l)z -^ rr, r: ; from this we shall find
^ 6{u—l)

^^-~^ ^ '^^ 4 3{u-iy
u + 1 _ -u^+Su'—Su-S^

, ,

or z = —^— + a/( -.Q. _^ ) ; so that the ques-

tion is reduced to transforming the fraction under the radical

sign into a square. For this purpose, let us first multiply

the two terms by S{u — 1), in order that the denominator

becoming a square, namely, i]6{ii — 1)'^, we may only have

to consider the numerator — 3?** + 12?*^ — ISii^ -\- 9 : and,

as the last term is a square, we shall suppose the formula,

according to the rule, equal to the square of ^w" +Jic -|- 3,

that is, to g-tt^ + Qfg7i' -\-f'u^ -f Ggu"" + 6/w -f 9.^ We
may make the last three terms disappear, by putting (}f~ 0,

ox f-=z 0, and Qg +y- = — 18, or ^ r= — 3; and the

remaining equation, namely,

— 3z^ + 12 = ghi + 2fu = 9u,

will give ?< r: 1. But from this value we learn nothing; so

that we shall proceed by writing u = \ + t. Now, as our

formula becomes in this case — I2t ~ St\ which cannot be

a square, unless t be negative, let us at once make t = — s;

by these means we have the formula 12* — 3^*, which be-

comes a square in the case of s = 1. But here we are

stopped again; for when * = 1, we have ^ = — 1, and

u = 0, from which we can draw no conclusion, except that

in whatever manner we set about it, we shall never find

a value that will bring us to the end proposed ; and hence

we may already infer, with some degree of certainty, that

it is impossible to find two cubes whose sum is a cube.

But we shall be fully convinced of this from the following

demonstration.

243. Theorem. It is impossible to find any two cubes,

whose sum, or difference, is a cube.
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We sliall begin by observing, that if this impossibility

applies to the sum, it applies also to the difference, of two
cubes. In fact, if it be impossible for x^ + j/^ = z^, it is

also impossible for z^ — 3/^ = x^. Now, 2^ — ?/^ is the dif-

ference of two cubes ; therefore, if the one be possible, the

other is so likewise. This being laid down, it will be suf-

ficient, if we demonstrate the impossibility either in the case

of the sum, or difference ; which demonstration requires the
following chain of i*easoning.

1 . We may consider the numbers x and y as prime to

each other; for if they had a common divisor, the cubes
would also be divisible by the cube of that divisor. For
example, let x zz ma, and j/ rz mb, ^ve shall then have
x^ + y^ = m?a? -\- iix'h^ ; now if this formula be a cube,
a^ -j- 6^ is a cube also.

2. Since, therefore, x and y have no common factor, these

two numbers are either both odd, or the one is even and the
other odd. In the first case, z would be even, and in the

other that number would be odd. Consequently, of these

three numbers x^ y, and z, there is always one which is

even, and two that are odd ; and it will therefore be suf-

ficient for our demonstration to consider the case in which x
and y are both odd : because we may prove the impossibility

in question either for the sum, or for the difference ; and
the sum only happens to become the difference, when one of
the roots is neoative.

3. If therefore x and y are odd, it is evident that both
their sum and their difference will be an even number.

Therefore let —^ = p, and —-~ = q, and we shall have

X — p -{- q, and y rz p — q ; whence it follows, that one of
the two numbers, p and q, must be even, and the other odd.
Now, we have, by adding {p -{- qY = x^, to (/; — qY = y^,
jps + y = 2^3 + 6pq^=2p{p" + 3q^); so that it is required
to prove that this product ^p{p^- + Sq") cannot become a
cube; and if the demonstration v/ere applied to the dif-

ference, we should have x^ ~y^= 6p^q-\- 9,q^ = Qq{q'^+ Sp"),

a formula precisely the same as the former, if we substitute

p and q for each other. Consequently, it is sufficient for

our purpose to demonstrate the impossibility of the formula

^p{p- + ^q"), since it will necessarily follow, that neither

the sum nor the difference of two cubes can become a
cube.

4. If therefore 2p{p^ + Sq"") were a cube, that cube
would be even, and, con.sequently, divisible by 8: con-

V. G 2
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sequently, the eighth part of our formula, or ^p{p' + Sg"),

would necessarily be a whole number, and also a cube.

Now, we know that one of the numbers p and q is even,

and the other odd ; so that /?^ -\- 3q^ must be an odd
number, which not being divisible by 4, p must be so, or

J- must be a whole number.
4

5. But in order that the product -^pip" + Sg"^) may be a

cube, each of these factors, unless they have a common
divisor, must separately be a cube ; for if a product of two
factors, that are prime to each other, be a cube, each of itself

must necessarily be a cube ; and if these factors have a

common divisor, the case is different, and requires a par-

ticular consideration. So that the question here is, to know
if the factors p, and p- + 3g^', might not have a common
divisor. To determine this, it must be considered, that if

these factors have a common divisor, the numbers p", and
p" + ^g"i will have the same divisor ; that the difference

also of these numbers, which is 3g", will have the same com-
mon divisor with p- ; and that, since p and g are prime to

each other, these numbers p'', and 3q-^ can have no other

common divisor than 3, which is the case when p is divisible

6. We have consequently two cases to examine : the one is,

that in which the factors p, and p" -\- 3ry'^, have no common
divisor, which happens always, when p is not divisible by 3 ;

the other case is, when these factors have a common divisor,

and that is when p may be divided by 3; because then the

two numbers are divisible by 3. We must carefully distin-

guish these two cases from each other, because each requires

a particular demonstration.

7. Case 1. Suppose that p is not divisible by 3, and,

consequently, that our two factors —-, and p^ + Sg^, are

prime to each other ; so that each must separately be a cube.

Now, in order that p^ + Sg" may become a cube, we have
only, as we have seen before, to suppose

P+j7a/—3= (^fw^/— 3)\ and p - q ^/—3= {t-n ^/— 3f,
which gives p"- + 3q- = [l- + Qu-y, which is a cube, and
gives usp = i^ — Qtn" = t{t" — 9i("), also

q = Qf^u — 3m^ = 3u{t- - u"). Since therefore g is an odd
number, u must also be odd; and, consequently, t must be
even, because otherwise P — u- would be even.

8. Having transformed p" + 3q'- into a cube, and having
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SOfound p = t{t- - 9u-) = t{i + Su) X {i— 3u), it is al

required that -^, and consequently 2/?, be a cube; or,

M'liich comes to the same, that the formula

^/{t + 3u) X {t — 3m) be a cube. But here it must be ob-

served that t is an even number, and not divisible by 3

;

since otherwise j9 would be divisible by 3, which we have

expressly supposed not to be the case: so that the three

factors, % t + 3m, and t — 3z^ are prime to each other

;

and each of them must separately be a cube. If, therefore,

we make t + 3m —f^, and ^ — Sm = g^, we shall have

^t =f^ + g'^. So that, if 2t is a cube, we shall have two

cubes/', and g^, wliose sum would be a cube, and which

would evidently be much less than the cubes x^ and y^ as-

sumed at first; for as we first made .r=p + q, and ^=p— q,

and have now determined^ and q by the letters t and u, the

numbers x and j/ must necessarily be much greater than

t and u.

9. If, therefore, there could be found in great numbers

two such cubes as we require, we should also be able to

assign in less numbers two cubes whose sum would make a

cube, and in the same manner we should be led to cubes

always less. Now, as it is very certain that there are no

such cubes among small numbers, it follows that there are

not any among the greater numbers. This conclusion is

confirmed by that which the second case furnishes, and which

will be seen to be the same.

10. Case % Let us now suppose, that p is divisible by

3, and that q is not so, and let us make p = 3?- ; our formula

3r
will then become -r- x (Or^ + S^-), or "^iXor^ + q^) ; and

these two factors are prime to each other, since ?>r"- + q^ is

neither divisible by 2 nor by 3, and- r must be even as well

as f ; therefore each of these two factors must separately be

a cube.

11. Now, by transforming the second factor 3r- + 5", or

q- + 3r^, we find, in the same manner as before,

q = t{e — 9m^), and r — 3u{t'' - m") ; and it must be ob-

served, that since q was odd, t must be here likewise an odd

number, and u must be even.

12. But -7- must also be a cube ; or multiplying by the

cube j?y, we must have -^, or
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2u(t'^ — 11^) = 2u{t -{-u) X {t — u) a cube ; and as these

three factors are piime to each other, each must of itself be

a cube. Suppose therefore t -\- ti =y ^ and t — u = g^,

we shall have ^u =y^ — g^ ; that is to say, if 2u were a

cube,y^ — g^ would be a cube. We should consequendy

have two cubes, f^ and g^, much smaller than the first,

whose difference would be a cube, and that would enable us

also to find two cubes whose sum would be a cube ; since

.

we should only have to makey^ — g^ = Jr, in order to have
y-'^ n: /i'^ -j- ^3^ or a cube equal to the sum of two cubes.

Thus, the foregoing conclusion is fully confirmed ; for as we
cannot assign, in great numbers, two cubes whose sum or

difference is a cube, it follows from what has been before

observed, that no such cubes are to be found among small

numbers.
244. Since it is impossible, therefore, to find two cubes,

whose sum or difference is a cube, our first question falls to

the ground : and, indeed, it is more usual to enter on this

subject with the question of determining three cubes, whose

sum may make a cube ; supposing, however, two of those

cubes to be arbitrary, so that it is only required to find

the third. We shall therefore proceed immediately to this

question.

245. Question 2. Two cubes fJ, and b\ being given, re-

quired a third cube, such, that the three cubes added to-

gether may make a cube.

It is here required to transform into a cube the formula

a^ 4- b^ -i- x^; which cannot be done unless we already

know a satisfactory case; but such a case occurs imme-
diately ; namely, that o£ x = — a. If therefore we make
X = y — a, we shall have x'^ — if — Say"- -f- 3a't/ — a^ ;

and, consequently, it is the formula ^c" — ^ai/^ + 3a"i/ + b^

that must become a cube. Now, the first and the last term

here being cubes, we immediately find two solutions.

1. The first requires us to represent the root of the

formula by ?/ + b, the cube of which is i/'-\-Sbi/~ + Sb^y+ b'^ ;

and we thus obtain —So?/ -f 3a- = 3bj/ + 36s and, con-

^ 7 2

sequently, t/ = r- =:: a — b; but x = — b, so that this

solution is of no use.

2. But we may also represent the root hyjy + ^j the

cube of which isJ'Y + ^^f^f + ^b"fi/ + b\ and then de-

terminey in such a manner, that the third terms maybe

destroyed, namely, by making 3a'- = 36;/,' or /' = -j^ ; lor
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we thus arrive at the equation

y - 3a =f\^ + Shf" =z -^ -1- — , which multipUed by h\

becomes b'^y - Qab^ = a^y + 3aV>'. This gives

y = W^a^~= ~l^^a~ = jFr73'and,consequently,

2ab'+a^ 2b^+ a^ ^ ,X = if — a = -^-. r- = a X -r. 7 . So that the two^
b^ — a^ b^ — a^

cubes a^ and b^ being given, we know also the root of the

third cube sought ; and if we would have that root positive,

we have only to suppose &' to be greater than g3. Let us
apply this to some examples.

1. Let 1 and 8 be the two given cubes, so that a = \,

and 6 = 2; the formula 'd -\- x^ will become a cube, if

X = L7
; for we shall have ^ -\- x- = ^Vt =

(
V°)'-

% Let the given cubes be 8 and 27, so that a = 2,
and 6 r= 3 ; the formula 35 -{- x^ will be a cube, when
^ — 124

"^"^ *

3. If 27 and 64 be the given cubes, that is, if « = 3,

and 6 = 4, the formula 91 + -^^ will become a cube, if
^ — 46 5

And, generally, in order to determine third cubes for

any two given cubes, we must proceed by substituting

2«63+a* . -, o • ^

—Tx
:

—\- z mstead of x, in the formula a^ + b^ + x^i
«*

—

a^

for by these means we shall arrive at a formula like the pre-

ceding, which would then furnish new values of z ; but
it is evident that this would lead to very prolix cal-

culations.

246. In this question, there likewise occurs a remarkable
case ; namely, that in wliich the two given cubes are equal,

or a = 5 ; for then we have x = jr- = go ; that is, we have

no solution ; and this is the reason why we are not able to

resolve the problem of transforming into a cube the formula
2a^ + x^. For example, let a = 1, or let this formula be
2 + x^, we shall find that whatever forms we give it, it will

always be to no purpose, and we shall seek in vain for a
satisfactory value of x. Hence, we may conclude with

sufficient certainty, that it is impossible to find a cube equal

to the sum of a cube, and of a double cube ; or that the

equation 2«^
-f- x^ = if is impossible. As this equation
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gives 2a^ =y/^ — x^, it is likewise impossible to find two
cubes having their difference equal to the double of another

cube ; and the same impossibility extends to the sum of

two cubes, as is evident from the following demonstration.

247. Theorem. Neither the sum nor the difference of

two cubes can become equal to the double of another cube ;

or, in other words, the formula a;^ ± y^ =: Sz^ is always

impossible, except in the evident case ofj/ = x.

We may here also consider x and y as prime to each

other; for if these numbers had a common divisor, it would
be necessary for z to have the same divisor; and, con-

sequently, for the whole equation to be divisible by the cube

of that divisor. This being laid down, as x'^ + y^ must be

an even number, the numbers x and y must both be odd, in

consequence of which both their sum and their difference

must be even. Making, therefore, —r^ =p, and ^ = q,

we shall have x = p -\- q and ?/ = /> ~ 9 '> ^"d of the two
numbers^? and q, the one must be even and the other odd.

Now, from this, we obtain

a;3 -f ?/- = 2/?3 -f Gpq"- = 2/;( p^ -[- Sf?^),

and ^' — j/5 = ^P'^ -\- %^ = 2g'(3/)''-|- g'),

which are two formulae perfectly similar. It will therefore

be sufficient to prove that the formula ^j){p'^ + Sq^) cannot
become the double of a cube, or that p{p' + Qq') cannot
become a cube : which may be demonstrated in the follow-

ing manner.
1. Two different cases again present themselves to our

consideration : the one, in which the two factors y?, and
p^ -\- 2tq-, have no common divisor, and must se[)arately be
a cube ; the other in which these factors have a common
tlivisor, which divisor, however, as we have seen (Art.

243), can be no other than 3.

% Case 1. Supposing, thereft)re, that p is not divisible by
3, and that thus the two factors are prime to each other, we
shall first reduce p'^-\-3q~ to a cube by making p - t(l'- — 9w'-),

and q — Qu{t" — 9m^) ; by which means it will only be far-

ther necessary for 2> to become a cube. Now, t not being
divisible by 3, since otherwise ;; would also be divisible by 3,

the two factors t, and P — du-, are prime to one another,

and, consequently, each must separately be a cube.

3. But the last factor has also two factors, namely ^ + 3//,

and t — ilii, which are prime to each other, first because ^is

not divisible by 3, and, in the second place, because one of
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the numbers t or u is even, and the other odd ; for if these

numbers were both odd, not only /), but also q, must be odd,

which cannot be : therefore, each of these two factors, t-rSu,

and t — 3i{, must separately be a cube.

4. Therefore let t + Su —f^, and t — ou = g^, and we
shall then have 9.t =f^ + g^. Now, t must be a cube,

which we shall denote by /i"*, by which means we must have
y:; _|_^3 _ 0/^3 . consequently, we should have two cubes

much smaller, namely, y^ and g^, whose sum would be the

double of a cube.

5. Case 2. Let us now suppose p divisible by 3, and,

consequently, that q is not so.

If we inake ;> = 3r, our formula becomes
3/-(9?'- + 35^) — 9r(3/-- + <7-), and these factors being now
numbers prime to one another, each must separately be a

cube.

6. In order therefore to transform the second q" + 3r^,

into a cube, we shall make qrzt(p—Siiir), and r— 3i<^(^"— m'^) ;

and again one of the numbers t and ic must be odd, and the

other even, since otherwise the two numbers q and r would
be even. Now/ from this we obtain the first factor

9r = ^iu[t- — ti") ; and as it must be a cube, let us divide

it by 27, and the formula M(i!'^ — n-), or u(t + u) x {t — ii),

must be a cube.

7. But these three factors being prime to each other, they

must all be cubes of themselves. Let us therefore suppose

for the last two f -\- u =y^, and t — tt = g-\ we shall then

have Qn =y^ —
ff'^ ; but as u must be a cube, we should in

tlfis way have two cubes, in much smaller numbers, whose
difference would be equal to the double of another cube.

8. Since therefore we cannot assign, in small numbers, any
cubes, whose sum or difference is the double of a cube, it

is evident that there are no such cubes, even among the

greatest numbers.

9. It will perhaps be objected, that our conclusion might
lead to error; because there does exist a satisfactory case

among these small numbers ; namely, that ot'J'=g\ But
it must be considered that wheny— g\ we have, in the first

case, t -J- 5u = t — Su, and therefore u rz ; consequently,

also q z=iO; and, as we have supposed x = p -^ q, and
7/ = p — q, the first two cubes, x^ and ?/^, must have already

been equal to one another, which case was expressly ex-

cepted. Likewise, in the second case, lij'zzg, we must
have t -\- u =:.t — u, and also ?t = : therefore r = 0, and
jj — Q., so that the first two cubes, x^ and y^, would again
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become equal, which does not enter into the subject of the

problem.

248. Question 3. Required in general three cubes, j;', 3/',

and s^, whose sum may be equal to a cube.

We have seen that two of these cubes may be supposed to

be known, and that from them we may determine the third,

provided the two are not equal ; but the preceding method
furnishes in each case only one value for the third cube, and
it would be difficult to deduce from it any new ones.

We shall now, therefore, consider the three cubes as un-

known ; and, in order to give a general solution, let us make
x^ -\-i/^ + z^ = v\ Here, by transposing one of the terms,

we have x^ -\- tj^ z= v^— z^, the conditions of which equa-

tion we may satisfy in the following manner.

1. Let X == p -j- q, and y — p — q, and we shall have, as

before, x^ -^if — %p{p~ -|- ^q°). Also, let v — r -\-s, and
2 = r— 5, which gives v^ — z^ == 9>s{s^ -\- Qr~) ; therefore

we must have 9,p{p^ •\- ^q-) — 2s[s'^ + 3r^), or

^j(p" + Sg--) - s{s- + 3r2).

2. We have already seen (Art. 176), that a number, such

as p- + 3^^ can have no divisors except numbers of the

same form. Since, therefore, these two formula, /)^ + 3^*^,

and s' + 3r', must necessarily have a common divisor, let

that divisor be t^ -\- 3u-.

3. And let us, therefore, make
p"' + 3^2 -= (j-i ^ 3^2) X {t^ + Su"'), and

s"~ -j- 3r2 = (/i^ + 3k"-) X {t^ + Sit'),

and we shall have p =J'i + 3g'7i, and q = gt —fu ; con-

sequently, p- =J'-t'^ + Wgf^^'' + ^g'u'^i and
q^ = gH^ — 2fg-tu -{-f-ii^ ; Avhence,

_p2 + 3g,. = (y 2 + 3^2)^2 j_ (3/--- + 9g"-)M2 . or

4. In the same manner, we may deduce from the other

formula, s = lit -\- oku, and r = kt — 7m ; whence results

the equation,

{ft + 3gu) X (/^ + 3^"^) X (t' + 3n"-) =
{ht + 3ku) X (/i^ + 3k'') X (;!'- + 3ii''),

which being divided by t^ + 3?/", and reduced, gives

Mr- + 3^"^) + 3gu (/^ + 3^^) =
ht{h^ + 3^-2) + 3ku{h"' + 3k^), or

3/m(/i^ + 3k"') - 3gu{f^ + 3g%

^ w^ . 3k{lf-^3k"-)-3g{f- + 3g"-)

by which means t = 7(7qr3^ipA(7,-^T3^"'
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5. Let us now remove the fractions, by making

u =f{p + 3^"') - li{h" + 3A;2) ; then

t = Uih- + 2k^) - Qffir- + Sg%
wliere we may give any values whatever to the letters j^ g,

h, and Jc.

(j. When tlierefore we have determined, from these four

numbers, the values of t and u, we shall have

r = hi — hu, s = hi -j- Shu ;

whence we shall at last arrive at the solution of the question,

X =
J)

-\- q, y = p — g, z = r ~ s, and v = r -\- s ; and

this solution is general, so far as to comprehend all the

possible cases, since in the whole calculation we have ad-

mitted no arbitrary limitation. The whole artifice con-

sisted in rendering our equation divisible by f^ -|- Su^ ; for

we have thus been able to determine the letters t and 7c by
an equation of the first degree : and innumerable applica-

tions may be made of these formulae, some of which we shall

give for the sake of example.

1. Let k = 0, and h =. 1, we shall have

t = — 3^(/- + 3o2), and u = f(f" + 3^^) — 1 ; so that

P=-mf' + %"') -h¥g{r+ ?>g') - 3^-, or ;. = - Sg

;

r = —J'if^ + 3^'-) -}- 1 ; consequently,

^ = (% -/) X (/'^ + %'^) + 1

'

lastly, v=- {3g +/) x (/"- + 2>g-) + L
If we also supposey= — 1, and g = -\- 1, we shall have

.r =— 20, ?/ — l4, z = 17, and v =— 7; and thence re-

sults the final equation, - 20^ + 14* + 17^ = — V, or

143 + 173 + 7' = 20^
2. LetjT— % g = Ij and consequently y^ + Sg^ = 7;

farther, h = 0, and 7c = 1; so that h- + Qk"^ = 3 ; we shall

then have t =—12, and ?/ = 14 ; so that

p = 2t +3u = 18, q = t — 2u =— 40,

r=t=-l'2, and s = Sit = 42.

From this will result

X z= p + q =— 9>2, 7/ = p — q = 58,

z = r — s =~ 54, and v = r + s = 30;

therefore, 30^ = 22^ + 58" — 54^ or
583 _- 303 ^ 54,3 ^ 223

.

and as all these roots are divisible by 2, we sliall also have

293 = 153 + 273 + IP.
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3. Lety= S, g = 1, /a = 1, and Z; = 1 ; so that

f"- +Qg^ = 12, 7i" + 3^^ = 4 ; also t = - U, and u = 32.

Here, these two values being divisible by 8, and as we con-

sider only their ratios, we may make t = — S, and u = 4.

Whence we obtain

p = Si + Su = + 3, g = t - Su = - 15,

r = t —tt =:—• '7, and s — t + Su = + 9

;

consequently, x = — 12, and ?/ = 18,

z = — 16, and v = 2,

whence - IS^ + 18^ - 16' = 2\ or 18' = 16^ -f 12^ + 2^
or, dividing by the cube of % 9^ = 8^ 4" 6^ "h 1^*

4. Let us also suppose g zz 0, and Tc = h, by which
means we leavey and It undetermined. We shall thus have

f" 4- Sg" -f~, and h"- + 3A'2 - 4/i2 ; so that t - l'^h\ and
n =/3 - 4/i3 ; also, p = st ^ \2fh\ q = —f* + 4/7i^

r = Wt^ - Jif^ + 47*^ = 16/i* - hf% and * = &if' ; lastly,

.r = JO + ^ = 16/7i' —/^ y=p-q^ ^fW +f\
z = r - s = 16h* - 4/</"', andy = r + s = 16¥ +2hjf\
If we now makey= h = 1, Ave have j; = 15, y = 9, 2 = 1-,

and t> = 18 ; or, dividing all by 3, x = 5, ij = 3, z = 4,

and V = 6 ; so that 3"' -\- 4^ -j- 5^ = 6\ The progression
of these three roots, 3, 4, 5, increasing by unity, is worthy
of attention ; for which reason, we shall investigate whether
there are not others of the same kind.

249. Question 4. Required three numbers, whose dif-

ference is 1, and forming such an arithmetical progression,

that their cubes added together may make a cube.
Let X be the middle number, or term, then x — 1 will be

the least, and x -\r\ the greatest ; the sum of the cubes of
these three numbers is 3a;^ -{- Qx ~ 3x{x- -f 2), which must
be a cube. Here, we must previously have a case, in which
this property exists, and we find, after some trials, that that

case IS X •=. 4i.

So that, according to the rules already given, we may
make a: = 4 4- ?/ ; whence j?- = 1 6 -j- 8j/ -{- y\ and
j;3 — g4 _j_ 48^ _|_ ;i2j/- -\- 3/3, and by these means our
formula becomes 216 + 15% + 36j/2 -f 3y\ in which the
first term is a cube, but the last is not.

Let us, therefore, suppose the root to be 6 +j^, or the
formula to be 216 -|- 108;^ + WY -VfY^ and destroy
the two second terms, by writing 108/"= 150, ovf— \^\
the other terms, divided by y-, will give

36 ^- 3y = 18/^ -f/V =^ +g-3.y, or
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183 X S6 + 18^ X 3e/ = 18^ x 25^ + 25^?/, or

18^ X 36 - 18^ X 25'= 25'i/— 183 x Si/; therefore

_ 183 ^ 36 - 18"- X 25^_ 18"- x (18 x 36 — 25^)

^ ~~ 253 _ 3 X 183 - 053 _ ^ ^3 '
that

— 324x23 -7452
IS,

J/ - ^^— = "~1871 ' '
consequently, x=^^\}^.

As it might be difficult to pursue this reduction in cubes,

it is proper to observe, that the question may always be re-

duced to squares. In fact, since 3x{x" + 2) must be a

cube, let us suppose 3x{cV^ -j- 2) = a^^tj^ ; dividing by ^, we
shall have 3x~ -{ Q = x'^-if' ; and, consequently,

x" =. 2^= 77-^ T7,. Now, the numerator of this frac-
yp' — o by — 1

8

tion being already a square, it is only necessary to transform

the denominator, 6?/"' — 18, into a square, which also re-

quires that we have already found a case. For this purpose,

let us consider that 18 is divisible by 9, but 6 only by 3,

and that j/ therefore may be divided by 3 ; if we make
y = Sz, our denominator will become 162^3 — 18, which

being divided by 9, and becoming 18s^ — 2, must still be a

square. Now, this is evidently true of the case z = 1. So
that we shall make z ~1 + v, and we must have

16 + 54i; + 54u'- + 18^3 = d. Let its root be 4 + yv,
the square of which is 16 -\- 54i7 -\- VV^^ and we must have

54 4- 18f = '-^ ; or 18z; =— VV? or ^v=- 1^; and,

consequently, v = — ||^ ; which produces z =^1 + v = -fl,

and then 3/ = —.
Let us now resume the denominator

6^/3 _ 18 = 162^3 — 18 = 9(18^3 - 2)

;

and since the square root of the factor, 18^3 __ 2, is

4 -1- y t; = -1^1., that of the whole denominator is -|4t • ^^*

the root of the numerator is 6 ; therefore x = j^^ = ^l-^, a

value quite different from that which wc found before. It

follows, therefore, that the roots of our three cubes sought

are x — 1 = ^th ^ = H-h -^ + 1 = t^ '• and the sum of

the cubes of these three numbers will be a cube, whose root,

J-,, — ^ 5 6^ y LL — 13056 408
•''J/» 10'7 ^3 2 3 4-T4: ro"T*

250. We shall here finish this Treatise on the Indeter-

minate Analysis, having had sufficient occasion, in the ques-

tions which we have resolved, to explain the chief artifices

that have hitherto been devised in this branch of Algebra.
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QUESTIONS FOR rRACTICE.

1. To divide a square number (16) into two squares.

A?is. Vt^ and W.
2. To find two square numbers, whose difference (60) is

given. Jjis. 72i, and 132^.

3. From a number x to take two given numbers 6 and 7,

so that both remainders may be square numbers.
IllAns. X j-g .

4. To find two numbers in proportion as 8 is to 15, and
such, that the sum of their squares shall make a square

numl)er. Ans. 516, and 1080.
5. To find four numbers such, that if the square number

100 be added to tlie product of every two of them, the sum
shall be all squares. A71S. 12, 32, 88, and 168.

6. To find two numbers, whose difference shall be equal

to the difference of their squares, and the sum of their squares

a square number. Ans. 4, and ^.

7. To find two numbers, whose product being added to

the sum of their squares, shall make a square number.
Jns. 5 and 3, 8 and 7, 16 and 5, &c.

8. To find two such numbers, that not only each number,
but also their sum and their difference, being increased by
unity, shall be square numbers. Ans. 3024, and 5624.

9. To find three square numbers such, that the sum of
their squares shall be a square number.

A71S. 9, 16, and '^Y-
10. To divide the cube number 8 into three other cube

numbers. Ans. |-^, ^y , and 1.

11. Two cube numbers, 8 and 1, being given, to find two
other cube numbers, whose difference shall be equal to the
sum of the given cubes. Ans. y^°°, and "tUJ.

12. To find three such cube numbers, that if 1 be sub-
tracted from every one of them, the sum of the remainders
shall be a square. Ans. j^^-}, VtW 5 and 8.

13. To find two numbers, whose sum shall be equal to

the sum of their cubes. Ans. f, and
-f.

14. To find three such cube numbers, that the sum of
them may be both a square and a cube.

/In <f 1 2084-383 15252992
'^"<'- -Ij TT +^iT' aT+6'aT '


